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SUMMARY 
We give a constructive axiomatization of ordered geometry, based on an ordering with directed 
lines. and using constructions instead of existential axioms. A new duality is found such that. clas- 
sically, equally and oppositely directed lines turn out dual to parallel and orthogonal lines. 
Principles such as the axiom of Pasch and ordered versions of the triangle axioms are shown to 
follow naturally from our approach. Then combinatorial properties of the geometrical plane are 
studied, and the relation to the usual axiomatization in terms of betweenness is established. 
0. INTRODUCTION 
Constructive axiomatization of elementary geometry began with the work of 
Heyting in 1925. He used the concepts of distinct points and distinct lines as 
basic ones, instead of the classical notions of equal points and equal lines. In 
our (1995) we introduced the concepts of convergent lines and of apartness of a 
point from a line. The corresponding classical notions are parallel lines, and 
incidence of a point with a line. Instead of existence axioms, we used con- 
struction postulates. Existence axioms were also used in the earlier tradition of 
constructive geometry, as in Heyting (1959) but we found that constructions 
and their constructively expressed uniqueness axioms led to natural proofs of 
principles that had earlier been taken as axioms, such as the triangle axioms. 
Our constructive axiomatization of 1995 treated incidence geometry, projective 
geometry, affine geometry and orthogonal geometry of the plane. Relations to 
the earlier literature were established in van Dalen (1996). 
The extension of the constructive axiomatization to Euclidean geometry 
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presents a particular problem. It is characteristic of Euclidean geometry that 
line segments can be transposed. This can be effected constructively by a com- 
bination of translation and rotation. The former was given in our (199.5) pro- 
blem 9.2 (this paper is referred to as ACG below). The latter construction takes 
a point u, a second distinct point b, and a third point c also distinct from N. It 
then gives as value a point d that should have the following properties: 
1. Point d is incident with the line through u and c. 
2. Line segment from a to b is congruent with line segment from u to (1. 
3. Point d is in the same direction from point a as point c. 
Without the third condition, there would be two points fulfilling the properties 
of a rotated point. In order to guarantee uniqueness, the oriented geometrical 
plane has to be axiomatized. Classically, one could do this by refining line 
equality (and parallelism in affine geometry) into equality of equally directed 
and equality of oppositely directed lines. Constructively, one has to start with 
corresponding positive concepts, unequally directed lines and inoppositely di- 
rected lines. Apartness of a point from a line will be refined into upurt /eft and 
spurt right. Further, the intersection of two lines has to be related to the 
orientation of the plane. This is done as follows: Line convergence is first de- 
fined as the conjunction of unequal and inopposite direction. Given two con- 
vergent lines I and m, it is required that Icross m.from kft to right or,jiom right to 
kft. 
In this work, we give a constructive axiomatization of plane ordered affine 
geometry, except for the Desarguian property that we do not deal with here. 
The extension of ordered affine geometry to full constructive Euclidean geom- 
etry will then be relatively simple. Instead of the four basic concepts of con- 
structive geometry in ACG, we now have five. To the connecting line, intersec- 
tion point, and parallel line constructions of ACG we add the reversal of 
direction of a given line. Correspondingly, there will be many more axioms, but 
all of them follow from the general principles of organization of a constructive 
axiomatization. (See our 1996 for these principles.) As in ACG , we do not 
consider the embedding of affine in projective geometry in this work. 
Our axiomatization is based on the idea of directed lines, and the refinement 
of the apartness of a point from a line into ‘left’ and ‘right’. In Section 3, a new 
duality is found between directed lines and orthogonal geometry. In Section 5, 
results are given that establish some of the basics of the combinatorial topology 
of the oriented affine plane. Section 6 relates our ordering of the plane to one 
based on betweenness. 
I. THE BASIC CONCEPTS 
The basic sets are Point and Line, to be abbreviated Pt and Ln. We use u,b,c, 
for points and f,m,n, . for lines. 
The basic relations are DiPt, DiLn, Undir, L-Apt, and L-Con. The readings 
for these relations are 
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DiPt(a, b) D a and b are distinct points. 
DiLn(f,m) D 1 and m are distinct lines. 
Undir(Z.m) D I and m are unequally directed lines. 
L-Apt(a, I) D point a is left-apart from line 1. 
L-Con(/, m) D line 1 is left-convergent with line m. 
For the last two, we also say that point a is to the Iqft of line 1, and that line 1 
crosses line m.from left to right. 
The constructions, with readings, are 
ln(u, b) D the connecting line of points a and h. 
pt(l% m) D the intersection point of lines I and m. 
par(1.u) D the parallel to line I through point N. 
rev(/) D the reverse of line 1. 
The first construction requires the condition DiPt(u, b), the second, in projec- 
tive geometry, the condition DiLn(l. m). 
We can now define inopposite direction, right-upurtness and right-con- 
vergence: 
(1.1) Inopp(l, m) E Undir(l, rev(m)). 
(1.2) R-Apt(u, I) = L-Apt(u, rev(r)), 
(1.3) R-Con(l.m) = L-Con(l, rev(m)). 
The classical concepts are defined as negations of the positive constructive 
concepts. We show the readings also: 
( 1.4) - DiPt(u, 6) E EqPt(u. b) D u and b are equal points. 
(1.5) - DiLn(f,m) E EqLn(f,m) D I and m are equal lines. 
(1.6) - Undir(l, m) E Dir(l, m) D I and m are (equally) directed lines. 
(1.7) - Inopp(l,m) = Opp(l,m) D I and m are oppositely directed lines. 
Apartness and convergence are defined as follows: 
(1.8) L-Apt(u> I) V R-Apt(u, I) = Apt(u, I) D point a is apart from line 1. 
(1.9) Undir(l.m) & Inopp(l,m) .z Con(l, m) D I and m are convergent lines. 
Finally, incidence and parallelism are defined as negations: 
(1.10) w Apt(u. I) = Inc(a, I) D point u is incident with line 1. 
(1.11) - Con(l, m) E Par(l. m) D / and m are parallel lines. 
We sometimes use abbreviations of type 
Apt(u b. I) E Apt(u> I) & Apt(b, I). 
Apt(a1b.I) = Apt(u,I) v Apt(b,I). 
Note that in negated relations, say Inc(u b. I), such definitions are to be un- 
folded first, to yield Inc(u, I) & Inc(b, I). 
In sum, we have the following concepts: 1. the relations of distinct points and 
of distinct lines, 2. the relations of unequally and inoppositely directed lines, 3. 
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refinement of the apartness of a point from a line into left an right, and 4. re- 
finement of line intersection into crossing from left to right and right to left. In 
writing the axioms, we shall use defined relations for better readability. 
2. AXIOMS FOR PLANE ORDERED AFFINE GEOMETRY 
I. General axioms for the basic concepts 
a. Apartness axioms 
1. k N DiPt(N, LI), 
2. t DiPt(rr, h) + DiPt(a, c) V DiPt(h, c). 
3. k-- DiLn(/. I). 
4. k DiLn(/,n?) -f DiLn(l, H) V DiLn(nr. n), 
5. k-- Undir(l. I). 
6. k Undir(/,nr) - Undir(/, 77) V Undir(lFr. ?z)> 
7. 1 Con(l.172) i Con(l. n) V Con(M7,Iz). 
b. Refinement axioms 
8. F Undir(1.m) V Inopp(l. Mr). 
9. k Con(/, IF?) -+ L-Con(/. 1~) v R-Con(/, 777). 
c. Exclusion principles for the refinements 
10. k N (L-Apt(N. I) J; R-Apt(cr. I)), 
11. k N (L-Con(l,n?) k R-Con(l.nl)). 
II. Constructed objects 
a. Constructions 
CI E Pt b E Pt t DiPt(rr,h) I ( Ln m E Ln k Con(l.nr) 
ln(u, b) E Ln pt(l,m) E Pt 
a E Pt 1 E Ln I E Ln 
Par(l:a) E Ln rev(l) E Ln 
b. Incidence properties of constructed objects 
1. k DiPt(u, h) 3 Inc(n, ln(a. h)) & Inc(h, ln(a, h)). 
2. t Con(/.m) i Inc(pt(l,m),/)&Inc(pt(/.n7),r?7). 
3. k Inc(a, par(l,cr)). 
4. t EqLn(/, rev(l)). 
c. Orientation of constructed lines 
5. t Opp(ln(a,h), ln(h,a)), 
6. t Dir(par(/, a), I). 
III. Uniqueness axioms for the constructions 
1. I- DiPt(a, h) & DiLn(/. n?) i L-Apt(alb, l(m) v R-Apt(aJh, llm), 
2. E DiPt(a. h) & L-Apt(N> I) + L-Apt(h. I) V L-Con(ln(a. h), I). 
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IV. Substitution axioms 
a. Equal points with Left 
1. k L-Apt(a. I) -+ DiPt(a, b) v L-Apt(b, I). 
b. Equal lines with Left 
2. k L-Apt(a, 1) & Undir(l, m) ---) DiLn(l, m) V R-Apt(cr, 1~). 
c. Equally directed lines with left-convergence 
3. t L-Con(l, m) + Undir(m, n) V L-Con(l, n). 
With five basic relations and four constructions, we have a fair number of ax- 
ioms. In a classical approach, most of them would be left unstated: for example, 
axioms in group I expressing that DiPt, DiLn, Undir and Con are apartness 
relations, and that equal points, equal lines, equally directed lines and parallel 
lines are correspondingly equivalence relations. Similarly, classical ax- 
iomatizations usually leave the substitution axioms implicit. This leaves us as 
the essential axioms to keep in mind: 
The refinement and exclusion axioms. 
The existence, properties and uniqueness of connecting lines, inter- 
section points, parallel lines and reversed lines. 
Note that axiom 18, even though it is disjunctive, is constructively valid. Axiom 
1112 is somewhat special, a constructive form of the principle that the parallel 
to a given line, through a point outside it, has no points in common with the 
line. 
Constructive substitution axioms often reveal themselves as the strong 
principles of proof, say, as with Jordan-type theorems. The difference to earlier 
axiomatizations, in addition to constructivity, is not so much the number of 
detail which would be there in any axiomatization approaching complete for- 
malization, but the use of constructions instead of pure existence axioms. 
From I5 it follows that - Con(l, 1). Therefore, as mentioned already, Con is 
an apartness relation. 
3. A DUALITY FOR DIRECTED LINES 
We list the basic results about directed lines. 
Theorem 3.1. - (Dir(l, m) & Opp(l. m)). 
Proof. By double-negating axiom 18. 0 
Theorem 3.2. Par(l, m) H Dir(l, m) V Opp(l, m). 
Proof. Assume Par(l,m). By axiom 18, Undir(l,m) V Inopp(l,m). If Un- 
dir(l.m), Inopp(l,m) is impossible by definition of Par, therefore Opp(/,n?), 
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therefore Dir(l, m) V Opp(l, m). If Inopp(l, m), conclusion follows similarly. 
Implication from right to left is trivial. 0 
Thus, given that two lines are parallel, we can say it is ohservuhle whether they 
are equally or oppositely directed. 
Theorem 3.3. Opp(l, m) + Dir(l, rev(m)). 
The result expresses the uniqueness of reversed lines. 
Theorem 3.4. EqLn(ln(a, h), ln(b, u)) & Dir(ln(b, a), rev(ln(a, h))). 
Theorem 3.5. Opp(l, m) & Dir(l, n) + OPP(m, ?I). 
Theorem 3.6. Inopp(/, I). 
Theorem 3.7. Dir(rev(rev(/)), I). 
Theorem 3.8. Inopp(l. m) + Undir(/, IZ) V Inopp(m, n) 
Theorem 3.9. Dir(/. rev(m)) + Opp(/, m). 
Theorem 3.10. Inopp(l, m) H Inopp(m, I) 
Theorem 3.11. Inopp(l, m) + Inopp(l, n) v Undir(m, n) 
Theorem 3.12. Undir(f, m) H Inopp(/, rev(m)). 
Theorem 3.13. Opp(l, rev(/)). 
If one looks at the axioms for unequally and inoppositely directed lines, one 
sees that these concepts behave exactly like the concepts of convergent and 
unorthogonal lines as presented in ACG. Line reversal corresponds to the or- 
thogonal construction. We are saved from exhibiting the proofs of the above 
results, as these can be gathered through the duality from section 8 of ACG. 
The use of line reversal makes inopposite direction, right apartness of a point 
from a line, and right convergence definable. A similar use of the parallel and 
orthogonal constructions could be made and so one could reduce the axioms 
given in ACG. But the constructions require a point to be given in addition to a 
line, which makes the definition less elegant than the ones we use here in the 
case of ordered geometry. 
4. A CLASSICAL CALCULUS OF DIRECTED LINES 
The constructive axiomatization of unequally and inoppositely directed lines 
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suggests a natural classical axiomatization of the notions of equally and oppo- 
sitely directed lines: 
Principles of a classical calculus qf directed lines 
CLDl. Reflexivity and transitivity of equal direction: 
Dir(1. I). 
Dir(l, m) & Dir(l, n) --+ Dir(m, n). 
Definition of parallelism 
Par(l. n7) E Dir(/, m) v Opp(l, m). 
CLD2. Transitivity of parallelism: 
(Dir(l, m) V Opp(l, m)) & (Dir(l, n) V Opp(l, n)) + Dir(m. n) V Opp(m. n) 
CLD3. Incompatibility of equal and opposite direction: 
N (Dir(l,m) &Opp(f, m)). 
CLD4. Uniqueness axiom for opposite direction: 
Opp(f, m) & Opp(/, n) + Dir(m, n). 
The classical axioms are, essentially, that the disjunction of equal and opposite 
directions is transitive, and the conjunction impossible. 
The classical duality is to replace equal direction with parallelism. and op- 
posite direction with orthogonality. 
5. BASIC CONSEQUENCES OF THE AFFINE AXIOMS 
The substitution axioms have the following easy consequences: 
Theorem 5.1. L-Apt(a,I) & R-Apt(h, f) + DiPt(a. h). 
Proof. From IV1 by 110. q 
Theorem 5.2. L-Apt(a. 1) & R-Apt(a, m) + Undir(l, m) V DiLn(l, 171). 
Proof. By 18, Undir(l,m) V Inopp(l,m). If Undir(l,nz), conclusion follows, if 
Inopp(l,m), IV3 gives DiLn(l,m) V L-Apt(a, m), so by I10 DiLn(l, m). 0 
The conclusion of the above result follows also if R-Apt(a. 1) & L-Apt(a,nz). 
From L-Apt(a, I) & L-Apt(a,m) we instead get Inopp(l,m) V DiLn(l, m). Sim- 
ilarly, DiPt(a, h) follows also if R-Apt(a, I) & L-Apt(h, I). Accordingly, we de- 
fine a notion expressing that a line I divides two points a and h: 
Div(l, a: h) E (L-Apt(a, I) & R-Apt(b, I)) V (R-Apt(a, I) & L-Apt(h, I)). 
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Theorem 5.3. Assume Apt (c, 1). Then 
Div(l, u, b) + Div(l. u. c) V Div(l, 6, L‘). 
Proof. By assumption, (L-Apt(u, I)&R-Apt(b, i)) V (R-Apt(u,/)&L-Apt(b.f)) 
and L-Apt(c, I) v R-Apt(c> I). I n every one of the four cases, u and c or b and c 
are divided by I. 0 
Theorem 5.3 is known as ‘the axiom of Pasch’. Per Martin-Liif first observed 
that our definition of Div makes that principle provable by sentential logic. The 
conclusion of the axiom of Pasch can be strengthened into 
Theorem 5.4. Div(l, u. b) & Div(1.a. c) --f N Div(f, b, c). 
Proof. Assume Div(f,u, b) and Div(/! a, c). If Div(l, 6, c), the definition of Div 
gives eight cases each of which has an incompatible pair of Left-Right re- 
lations. Therefore -Div(l, b. c). 0 
It is essential to connect the oriented intersection of lines, as expressed by 
L-Con. with the orientation of the plane as expressed by L-Apt: 
Lemma 5.5. (i) Inc(a. I) & L-Apt(b, I) + L-Con(l. ln(u, b)), 
(ii) Inc(u, I) & R-Apt(b, I) + R-Con(l, ln(u, b)), 
(iii) Inc(u: I) & DiPt(u, b) & L-Con(l, ln(u, b)) + L-Apt(b, I), 
(iv) Inc(u, 1) & DiPt(u, b) & R-Con(l, ln(u, b)) 4 R-Apt(b, I). 
Proof. (i) By IVl, Inc(u.1) & L-Apt(b, I) gives DiPt(b,a), so by 1112, 
L-Apt(u: l)v L-Con(ln(b, a), I). Therefore L-Con(/, ln(u, b)). (ii) follows from 
(i). To prove (iii), observe that axiom III gives Apt(b, I). Then, if R-Apt(b, /) 
III2 gives R-Apt(u. /)V R-Con(ln(b,u), I). Former is impossible, latter is 
equivalent to R-Con(l, ln(u, b)) contrary to assumption, so that R-Apt(b? I) is 
impossible. From Apt(b, /), we therefore conclude L-Apt(b,/). (iv) follows 
from (iii). 0 
Theorem 5.6. Assume DiPt(u, b). Then 
(i) L-Apt(c, ln(u, b)) + R-Apt(c, ln(b. u)), 
(ii) R-Apt(c, ln(u, b)) + L-Aptjc, ln(b, u)). 
Proof. (i) Assume L-Apt(c. ln(u, b)). By 115, Opp(ln(u, b),ln(b, u)). By axiom 
18, Undir(ln(u, b), ln(b,u)). Since EqLn(ln(u, b), ln(b, u)) by ACG,Theorem 5.1, 
axiom IV2 gives R-Apt(c, ln(b, u)). (ii) is proved similarly. 0 
Theorem 5.7. Assume DiPt(u, b). Then 
(i) L-Apt(c, ln(u, b)) + R-Apt(b, ln(u, c)), 
(ii) R-Apt(c, ln(u, b)) 4 L-Apt(b, ln(u, c)). 
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Proof. (i) We note that DiPt(a,c) follows by axiom IVl, so that the 
consequents in the implications are well-formed. By Lemma 5.5, we have 
L-Con(ln(a,b), ln(a,c)). By axiom 1111, we have L-Apt(b, ln(a,c))v R-Apt 
(h, ln(a, c)). If L-Apt(b, ln(a, c)), we have L-Con(ln(a, c), ln(a, b)) by Lemma 
5.5, but this is impossible by axiom Ill. Therefore R-Apt(h, ln(u,c)). (ii) is 
proved similarly. 0 
Given three points u,h and c such that DiPt(u,h) and L-Apt(c, ln(u,h)), re- 
peated application of Theorems 5.6 and 5.7 gives all the possible configurations 
of these points expressible in terms of L-Apt and R-Apt. In a first attempt, a 
more restricted axiomatization of the oriented affine plane was used, with a 
refinement of the apartness relation, but without constructive directed and 
opposite lines. This left the substitution axiom for equal lines symmetric in the 
conclusion, and Theorems 5.6 and 5.7 had to be postulated as axioms, oriented 
versions of the triangle axioms as it were. We now see that the natural place of 
these principles is as consequences of the constructive substitution principle 
for lines in the relations L-Apt and R-Apt. A dual formulation in terms of in- 
tersection points is obvious. 
We have shown that all left-right relations and crossings of lines in an 
oriented triangle are observable. Let us consider the case of four points: As- 
sume that with L-Apt(c, ln(u, b)), a fourth point d is added. If Apt(d, ln(u. h)), 
Apt(cl, ln(h. c)) and Apt(ri, ln(c,u)) are also assumed, the refinement with 
L-Apt and R-Apt will generate the possible cases, starting with 
L-Apt(d, ln(u, b)) & L-Apt(d, ln(b. c)) & L-Apt(d, ln(c, u)), 
and up to 
R-Apt(d, ln(u, b)) & R-Apt(d, ln(b. c)) & L-Apt(d. ln(c. u)). 
(The eighth case where the point is to the right of all the three lines is impossible 
if L-Apt(c, ln(u, h)), cf. Theorem 6.8.) 
Line convergence can be ascertained through the following ‘four-point cri- 
terion’. It is required that there is a point in each of the four possible regions 
formed by two intersecting lines: 
Theorem 5.8. L-Apt(u.f) & L-Apt( u,m) & R-Apt(b, I) 8~ R-Apt(h,n?) 6i 
L-Apt(c. I) & R-Apt(c, m) & R-Apt(d, I) & L-Apt(rl, m) + Con(l. m). 
Proof. By axiom 1112, L-Con(ln(u,h), I) and L-Con(ln(u,h),m). By axiom 
IV3, L-Con(ln(u. 6), I) + Inopp(f,nt) V L-Con(m, ln(u. h)) and therefore 
Inopp(l. M). Undir(/. m) is proved similarly, therefore Con(l. m). 0 
The above result has an interesting contraposition, namely, if I and nt are par- 
allel but distinct, they divide the plane into three regions. We have, in general, a 
kind of transitivity: 
Theorem 5.9. (i) L-Apt(u, I) & L-Apt(b, par(l:u)) + L-Apt(h, I), 
(ii) R-Apt(u. 1) & R-Apt(b, par(l, u)) --+ R-Apt(h. I). 
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Proof. (i) First note that Inc(u, par(l, a)) & L-Apt(b, par(l, a)) + DiPt(u, 6) by 
IVl. By 1112, L-Apt(a,I) gives L-Apt(b,l) V L-Con(ln(u,b), I). We show the 
latter is impossible: By Dir(l, par(l! a)), also L-Con(ln(u, b), par(l, a)). On the 
other hand, by 1112, L-Apt(b, par(l, a)) gives L-Apt(a, par(l, u)) v L-Con- 
(par(l,u), ln(u, b)), both ofwhich are impossible. Therefore L-Apt(b, I). (ii) fol- 
lows from (i). 0 
Theorem 5.10. (i) L-Apt(h, par(l, u)) --t R-Apt(u, par(l, b)), 
(ii) R-Apt(b, par(l, u)) + L-Apt(u, par(l. h)). 
Proof. (i) DiPt(b, u) follows as in the proofof 5.9, so by 1112, L-Apt(h, par(/, u)) 
implies L-Apt(u, par(l, u)) V L-Con(ln(b, a), par(l, u)). Former is impossible, 
and latter gives by IV3 
Undir(par(/, a), par(l, 6)) v L-Con(ln(b, a), par(l. a)). 
But Dir(par(l, a), par(/, h)), so that latter disjunct follows. By Lemma 5.5(ii), 
R-Apt(u, par(l! b)). (ii) similar. 0 
Finally, we note some easy consequences: 
Corollary 5.11. L-Apt(u, I) & R-Apt(b, f) + DiPt(u, b) & L-Con(ln(a, h). I). 
The above is a Jordan-type result for half-planes. With the assumptions 
L-Apt(u. ,) and R-Apt(b, /), we get by IV3 Undir(l, ln(u!h)), and so by defi- 
nition Con(l, ln(u, 6)), so we can construct the point at which the line ln(u, h) 
intersects the dividing line I, namely pt(l, ln(u, h)). 
Note that if Apt(u, I), and Inc(h, par(l, a)), we get at once Apt(b, I). This is 
the ancient way of expressing the characteristic property of parallel lines: 
Corollary 5.12. Apt(u, I) & Inc(h, par(l,a)) + Apt(b. I). 
6. ORDER ON A LINE 
We must show that a parallel projection preserves or reverses order on a line. 
Since we chose to axiomatize order in the plane, order on a line and the related 
concept of betweenness will be defined and their properties derived: 
Bf(l, a, b) E DiPt(u, b) & Inc(u . h, I) & Dir(l, ln(u, b)), 
Bet(/, a, 6, c) z (Bf(l, u, h) & Bf(l, h, c)) V (Bf(l, c, h) & Bf(/, h. a)). 
The readings are 
Bf(l, a, b) D point a is before point h on line I. 
Bet(l,u; b.c) D point b is between points a and c on line 1. 
In order to derive the usual properties of order and betweenness, we need the 
lemma that order on a line is observable: 
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Lemma 6.1. DiPt(a, 6) & Inc(a . 6, I) + Bf(l, U, b) V Bf(l, b, a). 
Proof. By Theorem 3.2. 0 
Theorem 6.2. Assume (for (ii) only) that DiPt(a, c), DiPt(b,c), Inc(c, I) and 
L-Apt(d, /). Then 
(i) - (Bf(l, a, b) & Bf(l, b, a)), 
(ii) Bf(l,a,b) 4 Bf(l,a,c) vBf(l,c,b). 
Proof. (i) If Bf(l, a, b) & Bf(l, b, a), then Dir(ln(a, h), ln(b? a)) contrary to ax- 
iom 115. (ii) The assumptions give by Lemma 6.1 
Bf(l.a, c) v Bf(l, c,a) v Bf(l, c, b) v Bf(l, b,c). 
We must show that the second and fourth disjuncts lead to the desired con- 
clusion. So assume Bf(f, c.u). By L-Apt(d, I) and Lemma 5.5, we get 
L-Con(ln(d, a): /), and by Dir(l,ln(c,a)), L-Aptjd, ln(c,a)). A similar reason- 
ing leads to the conclusion L-Apt(d,ln(c, b)). Therefore Dir(ln(c, a), ln(c, h)), so 
that Bf(l, c, b) follows. With the fourth disjunct Bf(l, b, c), we similarly conclude 
Bf(l, a, c). 0 
Transitivity of order on a line is an easy consequence of the above ‘splitting’ 
property of the strict order relation: 
Corollary 6.3. Under the assumptions of Theorem 6.2, 
Bf(l, a, b) & Bf(l, b, c) + Bf(l, a, c). 
Proof. If Bf(i, a. b), Theorem 6.2(ii) gives Bf(i,a, c) V Bf(l. c, h), but latter is 
impossible by Bf(l, b, c) and Theorem 6.2(i). 0 
Note that Bf(/, a, a) is not well-formed, so that instead of the usual irreflexivity 
of strict order, we have the property of asymmetry. The splitting as well as 
transitivity properties of order require a point d outside line I to be given. As 
explained in ACG, section 10, we prefer to add such points through assump- 
tions whenever needed, instead of deriving them from existential axioms whose 
constructive meaning remains unclear. 
Theorem 6.4. (i) Bet(l,a, b,c) + Bet(f,c? b,a), 
(ii) ,-., (Bet(l, a, b, c) & Bet(/, b, a, c)), - (Bet((. a. b, c) & Bet(l. a, c, b)), 
(iii) Bet(l, a, b, c) & Bet(l, b: c. d) + Bet(f, a, b, d) 8~ Bet(l, a, c, d). 
Proof. Immediate. 0 
We shall now proceed into proving that parallel projection preserves or re- 
verses order on a line: 
Lemma 6.5. Bet(l, a, b, c) & Con(l, m) & Inc(b, m) + Div(m. a, c). 
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Proof. Since EqLn(ln(b, a), ln(b, c)), we have as special case of Theorem 3.2 
Dir(ln(h,a), ln(h,c)) v Opp(ln(b,a), ln(b, c)). By definition of Bet, the first 
is excluded. In general, Con(l, m) implies DiLn(l, m), and EqLn(l,ln(a, c)) gives 
DiLn(ln(a, c), m). Then, since DiPt(a: c), axiom 1111 gives Apt(a c; m), and we 
conclude four cases of left-right situations. We show that those 
where L-Apt(a . c, m) or R-Apt(a c. HZ) are incompatible with Opp(ln(h. u), 
ln(h, c)), and since in the rest we have Div(nz, u, c), the result follows. So as- 
sume L-Apt(u c. m). By Lemma 5.5(i), we get L-Con(m, ln(h.a)) and 
L-Con(m, ln(h. c)). Axiom 1112 now gives 
Undir(ln(h. a)% ln(c. h)) v L-Con(m, ln(c. 6)). 
By line reversal, this is 
Inopp(ln(b, u). ln(b, c)) V R-Con(m, In(h. c))> 
but both disjuncts are contrary to assumptions. If R-Apt(u c, m), conclusion 
follows likewise. 0 
Given a point u and two lines I, m such that Con(l: M). we can form the point 
pt(m, par(l. u)) = proj(u, 1. m), the projrction of u hy 1 on tn. 
Lemma 6.6. Let Bet(l,u, h, c). Con(l,m), Inc(h,r?r) crnd Con(l,n). Con(nz,n), 
Inc(h, n). Then 
Bet(nz, proj(a,n,m), h, proj(c,n,r?r)). 
Proof. By Lemma 6.5, Div(n, proj(u, n, m), proj(c. n, m)), from which 
Bet(m, proj(u, n, nz), h. proj(c. n. m)) 
easily foll0ws. 0 
We can now conclude that parallel projection preserves or reverses order on a 
line: 
Theorem 6.7. Let Bet(l, u, h, c). Con(/. m). Con(f, n) and Con(m, n). Then 
Bet(m, proj(u, n, m), proj(h. n. 111)~ proj(c, n, m)). 
Proof. By constructing par(m,h), the situation is reduced to that of the pre- 
vious lemma. 0 
The concept of betweenness as primitive is ideal. We used instead basic con- 
cepts that are ‘observable’, starting with the idea of directed lines, and the 
concepts of ‘apart on the left’, ‘apart on the right’, and derived the properties of 
betweenness. In our approach, it is essential to add the refinement of line con- 
vergence. (Such a notion is suggested informally in Freudenthal and Bauer 
1974). When betweenness is taken as basic, order on lines is connected to order 
in the plane by the axiom of Pasch which we showed to follow from our axioms. 
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We mentioned in Section 5 that a triangle divides the plane into seven re- 
gions. This result is rather complicated to prove and a diagram, although by no 
means necessary, could be helpful in following it. 
Theorem 6.8. Let L-Apt(r, ln(a. 6)). Then 
R-Apt(d, ln(b, c)) & R-Apt(d, ln(c, a)) + L-Apt(d, ln(a, b)). 
Proof. Construct pt(ln(b, c),par(ln(c, a), d)). Call this point r. By 
R-Apt(d. ln(c, a)), also R-Apt(e, ln(c, u)). From L-Apt(c, ln(a, h)), we get 
L-Apt(b, ln(c, u)) by Theorems 5.6 and 5.7. Therefore Div(ln(c, u), h, e). 
Now construct par(ln(a,b), c). Call this line m. It then follows that 
Con(ln(c, a), m), therefore Div(m, h, e). By Theorem 5.9(ii), L-Apt(c, In(u: 6)) 
implies R-Apt(h, m), so L-Apt(e,m). Now construct the intersection 
point pt(m, par(ln(c, a), d)) =f. Since R-Apt(J ln(c, u)), we conclude 
Dir(m, In(f, c)). Then L-Apt(e,ln(f, c)), so also L-Apt(f,ln(c,r)). By 
R-Apt(e, ln(c, a)), we conclude Dir(ln(b, c), ln(c, e)), so that R-Apt(d. ln(c, e)). 
Therefore by Lemma 5.5(iii), L-Apt(d, ln(f. c)), so that L-Apt(d. m). Since 
R-Apt(b, m) by Lemma 5.9(i) we finally conclude L-Apt(cl, ln(a, h)). 0 
In the classic reference to ordered geometry, Veblen and Young (1918), it is 
shown that ‘points not on the sides of a triangle fall into four classes’ 
(theorem 20, p. 53). As Veblen and Young use betweenness which is symme- 
trical, their classes correspond to the ‘inside’ of the triangle, and the three 
classes consisting each of two regions that can be imagined as follows: take the 
opposing angular regions of each pair of lines, with the triangle removed from 
one region (ibid., fig. 16). These regions are readily defined with the present 
concepts: For example, the ‘inside’ of a left-oriented triangle (that is, one with 
L-Apt(c, ln(u, h))) is the set of points 
{X E Pt 1 L-Apt(x, ln(u, b) ln(b. c) In(c, u))} 
Veblen and Young’s figure does not capture the possibility of a second region in 
the first class, and could not because it is drawn in a plane: the set 
{.y E Pt 1 R-Apt(x> ln(u, h) ln(h, c) ln(c, u))}. 
Such a region is possible, for example, in the geometry on the surface of the 
sphere where great circles represent lines. There we have eight regions into 
which a triangle divides the sphere. To exclude one of them, an ordered affine 
geometry of the plane is needed. 
7. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
In ACG, the constructive axiomatizations were formalized in type theory, 
which at the same time works as a computer implementation of our axiomatic 
systems. This is possible throught the implementation of type theory itself, in 
systems known as proof editors. In these, formalization and proof development 
can be done interactively, with the system controlling the correctness of the 
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formal steps. Due to constructivity, the result of proof editing is an algorithm: 
It takes as argument whatever is needed to satisfy the assumptions of a theo- 
rem, and returns as value something that fulfils the corresponding claim. With 
a problem, the algorithm transforms, in traditional geometrical terminology, 
rhe given into the sought. Proof editing of the above developments presents no 
particular questions. The axioms are formalized in type theory in the way 
shown in ACG, and this gives the implementation of the axiom systems in the 
proof editor Alf, for which see Magnusson (1995). Alternatively, proof editing 
can be done in other type-theoretical editors such as the Coq system. All theo- 
rems and construction problems in ACG, except the construction of a pro- 
jectivity between two lines for which no formal specification was given, have 
been proof edited in Coq in Kahn (1995). 
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